
All in One – a shortcut for busy clarinetists (who hate scale practice)

Practicing clarinet specific fundamentals is not on the “to do” list of most developing
clarinetists.  Busy secondary school students often skip this important step because it can be
tedious and boring.  Assessments do not always include this type of fundamental material
because ensemble directors are worried about the repertoire.  The lack of clarinet specific
fundamental practice may be at the heart of “what’s wrong” with the clarinet section sound.

All in One was developed to address clarinet tone, technique, and articulation in a succinct and
efficient manner.  Unfortunately, it may not create intrinsic motivation among your students,
but it will make fundamental practice productive if done regularly with a purpose.

Tone

Middle register “explosion” is a common problem that stands in the way of achieving good
clarinet ensemble sound.  The easiest way to work on this is through register slurs.

Tell your students to:

 Start the lower note with fast air.   Make the note sound vibrant. Everything ‘grows’
from the bottom.

 Use a high tongue position - “ee”.
 Before you add the register key, do a very short and slight crescendo just until the upper

note speaks.
 Play both notes at the same volume.  The upper note should not be louder.

The slight crescendo helps create a smooth register connection.  Developing players often
experience a delay or break between registers because the air speed is not consistently fast and
steady.  Once players can create a smooth connection between simple intervals, the chalumeau
and clarion registers should begin to sound more homogenous.

Pay close attention as to how each individual sounds. Do not allow students to “blow harder”
in the middle register.  This exercise should get rid of middle register “explosions’, not create
them!  You may discover that some students are simply not creating a fast, steady air stream at
all.  Why? The lower register can be less resistant, especially if the student is playing on reeds
that are too soft and a mouthpiece that is too open for the individual player.

Technique

Before articulation can be addressed, clarinetists must have the ability to move the fingers
evenly with good hand position.  A slurred scale pattern is one way to achieve this.



Tell your students to:

 Use fast air always.
 Keep your fingers curved and as close to the instrument as

possible – no flying fingers!
 Keep your pinkie fingers anchored above the lowest lever keys:

E/B on the left and F/C on the right.
 Do not let any notes “pop out.”

Tonguing

What causes the sound to become harsh when clarinetists articulate? There are many reasons
for this, but my best guess is excessive tongue motion.

Often in beginning band, tempos are slow to accommodate the development of all the
instruments in the room.  Clarinetists may learn to move the tongue too much at slower
tempos.  Why?  Perhaps it is hard for students to hear themselves and they “tongue harder.”
Practicing at a faster tempo – or at the student’s natural speed – helps alleviate the excessive
tongue motion.

The faster the speed, the less the tongue can move.

Tonguing in “twos” at a faster speed should encourage students to use less tongue motion while
firmly imprinting the fingerings of each scale:

Other reasons that may cause a harsh articulated sound include:

 Over blowing the middle register.
 Soft or worn-out reeds.
 Open mouthpieces with too little resistance for the individual player.
 Mismatched reed strength to mouthpiece.  (Do you know the recommended reed

strength for your students’ mouthpieces?)
 Oral cavity too large for Bb clarinet: If the student is unable to focus the sound on the

barrel and mouthpiece (high tongue position F-sharp), the tone may be harsh and/or
spread.

 Length of lip opening:  distance between corners is long; corners turn down, or are in a
smiling position.  Students with a longer lip opening (not lip size) have more lip surface
to squeeze in toward the mouthpiece in order to make a firm grip.

Be patient with your students.  Those who do deliberate
practice will “get it.”



Don’t be afraid of minor scales!  Please introduce the natural form to your students, even the
younger ones. The techniques for playing in the natural minor key are the same.  Students will
get the benefit of more repetition in the key signature while expanding listening and reading
skills.

Paula Corley is a career music educator having completed 19 years in secondary school
teaching before assuming her current post as clarinet professor at Texas Lutheran University.
She has two books for the developing clarinetist: So You Want To Play The Clarinet (a
comprehensive first year method) and Daily Workouts from which the All in One exercise
was taken. Visit her website – www.clarinetcity.com – for more information.

Paula began her clarinet studies on Vandoren products and continues to play and recommend
them today. Paula is an artist for Vandoren and for The Buffet Group.  Her equipment:

Vandoren Blue Box 3.5
M15 Profile 88 440 tuning
Gold MO Ligature
Prestige R13 Clarinets

For specific questions please contact her directly: paula@clarinetcity.com
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